
TECHNOPHOBIA TOWN HALL

Brittany Tomkin

Sketch Show 12/5/15 - FINAL DRAFT

Characters: Mayor, Doctor Spaniel, Jim, Miranda (no lines)

Stage Setup: 1 chair per person, including extras

INT. TOWN HALL - NIGHT

LIGHTS UP on Town Hall Citizens sitting in chairs on the

stage. MIRANDA stands in front of her seat. MAYOR stands at

the head of the group, taking notes.

MAYOR

Thank you, Miranda, for your

proposal on paying local farmers

with our thoughts and prayers.

TOWN HALL CITIZENS clap. MIRANDA sits.

MAYOR (cont’d)

Next up, we have Dr. Spaniel on

medical care in Spotsylvania.

DR. SPANIEL rises.

DR. SPANIEL

Thank you. As you know, our town

clinic has become over-crowded. We

need to build a town hospital!

JIM stands.

JIM

Do you realize how insensitive it

is to come here with plans to build

a new hospital? There was another

mass shooting this week!

DR. SPANIEL

That’s exactly why we need another

hospital!

JIM

Hey, I’m a good Christian, and I

won’t have you doctors trying to

convert me to your "science"

beliefs when every day, American

citizens are shot and then sent to

hospitals to die!

TOWN HALL CITIZENS clap. DR. SPANIEL awkwardly smiles.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

DR. SPANIEL

They don’t die because of

hospitals...

JIM

You can smile at me with your

pearly doctor teeth, but every

doctor is a terrorist. Period.

DR. SPANIEL

What?

JIM

You think you know everything with

your fancy medical degree and cold

hands and collection of

stethoscopes! All you people are

killers and I will do everything I

can do to keep you from doing what

you’re doing.

DR. SPANIEL

Madam Mayor, this thick-necked man

is threatening me.

MAYOR

Sorry, but I’m contractually

obligated to believe what the angry

white man says.

TOWN HALL CITIZENS clap again.

DR. SPANIEL

You can’t blame doctors for acts of

terrorism just because we can’t

save everyone! At some point,

everybody has to die!

TOWN HALL CITIZENS gasp.

JIM

That’s what a terrorist would say.

DR. SPANIEL

Oh come on!

JIM

What’s next? You want me to believe

humans can just take a little

magical science pill to make their

headaches go away?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

DR. SPANIEL

Tylenol?

JIM

Stop forcing your "sciencey"

beliefs onto us, terrorist! I’m

sure you can cut people open and

move their organs around to save

them too, right?

DR. SPANIEL

Yes. That’s surgery.

JIM

And that you can cure cancer?

DR. SPANIEL

We’re still working on that one.

JIM

Hah!

DR. SPANIEL

Look, you can’t make blanket

statements about an entire group of

people just because some doctors

have killed patients. That doesn’t

make us terrorists!

JIM

Oh yeah? Then why are hospitals so

terrifying?

DR. SPANIEL

That’s your opin-

JIM

Because you’re terrorists!

DR. SPANIEL

Hospitals don’t kill!

JIM

Yes, they do, with all those beepy

machines! You know what else is a

machine? A machine gun!

(Softly, suspicious)

And who uses machine guns?

(Manic)

Terrorists!

TOWN HALL CITIZENS murmer in shocked agreement. They start

to get riled up. DR. SPANIEL is at a loss for words.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

JIM (cont’d)

And hospitals smell like pee!

DR. SPANIEL makes a sound of disgruntled exasperation.

JIM (cont’d)

...Terrorist pee! DOWN WITH

HOSPITALS!

The TOWN HALL CITIZENS stand and chant.

TOWN HALL CITIZENS

Down with hospitals! Down with

hospitals! Down with hospitals!

As the chanting continues, a riot breaks out. Everyone

fights each other in excitement, grabbing chairs and

trashing the stage. JIM gets overexcited and hits DR.

SPANIEL in the head with a chair, who falls to the ground,

out cold. Everybody stops.

MAYOR

Oh my god! Someone call a doctor!

A beat. Then, everybody starts laughing.

MAYOR

Hah! Alright! Meeting adjourned.

Everybody except DR. SPANIEL gets up to leave. DR. SPANIEL

remains lying on the stage.

BLACKOUT


